SINOCORRUGATED 2019

From April 8 to April 11, 2019,
the four-day SinoCorrugated
event will be held at the
Shanghai New International
Exhibition Centre. Businesses
seeking high quality cuttingedge equipment to facilitate
efficient production will
leverage this exceptional
platform to fulfill their objectives.
In a massive boost to the
show’s value, SinoCorrugated
2019 will run concurrently
with SinoFoldingCarton and
PACKCON.
A further two new shows will
be introduced to the global
converting community at the
same time: SinoPaper and
SinoFlexPack. The five events
will combine to create one
mega expo that will bring
together over 1,100 established
brands to display 1,800+ highend, cost-effective pieces of

machinery, ancillary equipment
and consumables across an
exhibition area of over 110,000
sqm.
An extensive seminar program
promises to also be an area
of great interest for visitors.
The free-to-attend sessions
will explore a diverse mix of
key topics central to today’s
global SinoCorrugated: A
Longstanding Industry Highlight
that Continually Drives Growth
SinoCorrugated alternates
between Dongguan and
Shanghai each year.
This event, together with
SinoFoldingCarton makes
definitive contributions to the
development of the global
corrugated industry, year after
year. 2019 will be no different,
as over 80,000 local and
international visitors descend

on Shanghai. Among the visitors
will be government figures and
industry professionals from the
local and international private
sector.
Strong Automation Focus
Makes SinoCorrugated and
SinoFoldingCarton 2019
Gateways to the Future
The show floor of the combined
five-in-one event will be
packed with groundbreaking
automated innovations.
Unmanned paperboard
logistics solutions and
automatic feeding of AGVs
and robotics will be front and
center for eager visitors looking
for process-enhancing, qualityboosting solutions.
Also on show will be unmanned
paperboard counting
and stacking equipment,
automated three-dimensional
storage and delivery systems,
the latest seamless connection
to ERP and MES systems
and integrated solutions of
high-efficiency paperboard
production and printing.
“At Reed, we’re deeply
committed to driving
development in China’s
corrugated and folding
carton industries. That’s why
SinoCorrugated 2019 will

specifically address challenges
in carton manufacturing and
processing. We want to shine
a spotlight on the advanced
corrugated processing solutions
of the future and create clear
trade channels across Asia
through this event. We know
that manufacturers in the
paper, printing and converting
industries rely on us to do just
that,” said Thomas Huang,
Senior Vice President of Reed
Exhibitions Greater China.
SinoPaper and SinoFlexpack
to Deliver Game-Changing
Impact
Around the world, demand
for quality paper is on the rise.
Driven by global megatrends,
this growth is expected to
continue to be especially rapid
in Asia, broadly, and China in
particular, as higher consumer
income levels and expanding
urbanization raise demand for
packaged products.
Against this backdrop, new
policies are driving box
manufacturers across the
country to seek more imported
paper. The introduction of
SinoPaper and SinoFlexpack is a
direct response to this emerging
demand.

SinoFlexPack is being
reintroduced to the Reed
Exhibitions event portfolio
after a decade break. With its
focus on flexible packaging,
this event will bring together
hundreds of world-renowned
suppliers to feature a
concentration of the leading
flexible packaging equipment,
consumables, supporting
services and new trends. With
this show, Reed Exhibitions now
covers the whole packaging
supply industry chain.
SinoPaper will feature three
major categories of packaging
paper, printing paper and
specialty paper. High-profile
purchasing decision makers will
also join the event, which will
connect box manufacturers

with global paper suppliers.
Blended learning and exhibition
elements such as the Paper
Industry Development Forum
will greatly enhance the value
of being onsite.
Industry Authorities Endorse
SinoCorrugated 2019
SinoCorrugated is recognized
as a key industry authority,
backed by some of the world’s
most influential corrugated
industry associations, including
the Asian Corrugated Case
Association (ACCA), the
Malaysian Corrugated
Carton Manufacturers
Association (MACCMA), the
Federation of Corrugated
Box Manufacturers of India
(FCBM), the Perhimpunan
Industry Corrugated Cardboard

Indonesia (PICCI), the
Corrugated Box Manufacturers
Association (CBMA, Singapore),
the Hong Kong Corrugated
Paper Manufacturers’
Association (HKCPMA), the
Korean Corrugated Packaging
Case Industry Association
(KCCA), La Cámara Argentina
de Fabricantes de Cartón
Corrugado (CAFCCO) and the
All India Federation of Master
Printers (AIFMP). Each of these
bodies is expected to send
strong delegations to attend
the show.

Attraction of Global Giants
during Four Days of Non-Stop
Trade and Learning
SinoCorrugated and
SinoFoldingCarton 2019 will
have an impact far beyond
the borders of China. The
exhibition will deliver key visitors
and buyers to suppliers looking
to increase their global trade
footprint.
Among dozens of corrugated
industry bellwether visitors
already confirmed for the
event, who will generate huge
purchasing and sales potential,
are SCG Group Thailand, Oji
Paper Co. Ltd., Rengo Co., Ltd.,
DS Smith, Smurfit Kappa, Mondi,
Asia Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd., BHS
Corrugated, Fosber, Dongfang,
JS Machinery, EFI and Bobst.

